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-Harold Holmes-



WING DESIGN AND STALL CHARACTERISTICS



llecent NTSB reports and local news media stories of aircraft accidents continue to confirm that stall/spin is a



ons in a neutral position and to counteract rolling, yawing and slipping tendencies with opposite rudder.



would usually stall at the tips and roots at about the same moment (see Photo 1). From our perspective, we need to



causal factor in about one out of three



Today most modern airplanes are de-



consider the fact that the shape of the



lightplane accidents. NASA research indicates that the aircraft designer (homebuilts included) do not have a reliable means of determining stall/spin charac-



signed so the wings will stall progressively outward from the wing roots toward the wingtips. This is the result of designing the wing so that there is less ANGLE OF INCIDENCE at the wingtips than at the roots of the wing. In reading through the most recent FAA Flight Training Handbook, it states that when the airplane is approaching a completely stalled condition, the wingtips



airfoil will control or affect stalls and recoveries. Some airfoils will lose approximately 50% of their total lift quite rapidly, whereas other airfoils lose lift



teristics prior to prototype flight tests. The behavior of an airplane when it stalls, whether it be a Piper Cub, a KR2, a J-3 Kitten or a Hiperlight, can be influenced by the aircraft design and, in particular, by the design of the wing. Various types of wings have different stall characteristics (FAA). Features in the older wing design produce different stall characteristics than



that of the modern wing. This past fall I instructed Bob Gallavan, a retired Air Force pilot who has renewed his in-



terest and desire to fly again after years of non-flying. Bob purchased a 1957 Cessna 180 taildragger prior to renewing his licenses and ratings. I am also



instructing Bob's son, Tom, to fly the 180. Both father and son are doing well. During stall/spin training, I have stres-



sed the importance of rudder to effect recovery from stalls. By the way, the Cessna 180 stall is quite symmetrical and docile while stalling at a fairly high



angle of attack. We attempted both power-on and power-off stalls with recoveries initiated as soon as the first buffeting occurred. The Cessna 180 has stable stalling characteristics in both power-on and power-off configurations. It brought back memories of my stall/spin experiences in Navy War Training School (WTS) in 1944, when the use of opposite rudder to control yawing, rolling and slipping tendencies in stall recoveries was the rule. I learned to fly and soloed an Aeronca Chief in 1944. Many of the older wing designs had approximately the same angle of incidence both at the wing roots and wing tips. This is WHY my instructor, 42 years ago, taught me to maintain ailer-
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continue to provide some degree of lift and the ailerons produced some control effect. During stall recoveries, the return of lift starts at the tips and progresses inboard toward the roots. This means that at least some aileron pressure can be used to level the wings. CFI's in the 1940s and early '50s did not recommend any aileron use in stall recoveries. The wings of an older airplane



gradually following the separation of the air (stall) from the wing. It needs to be mentioned here that for all wing de-



signs, the airflow over the lower surface of the wing will not separate at the stall (critical angle of attack) and the lift generated by the lower surface will remain relatively unaffected. In some airfoils, much of the lift produced is that generated by the lower surface once the critical angle of attack is exceeded. If the



loss of lift is related to an airplane as distinct from the wing, the final result is a complete or partial loss of longitudinal and lateral-directional control charac-



teristics. When the plane stalls, there is



\ PHOTO 2



a period of time during which the pilot does not have any control over the motion of the airplane. In fact, THE AIRPLANE IS NOT FLYING ONCE THE STALL OCCURS. This is why, during flight training, continued practice is necessary in order to reduce the stall recovery time to an acceptable minimum recovery time period. With plenty of practice, stall recoveries should become a relatively simple maneuver (see Photo 2). Now, let's talk about the variation in lift as the angle of attack is increased. The increase in lift results as the angle of attack is increased to the point where the critical angle of attack is exceeded and then, after reaching maximum lift, the wing stalls and lift decreases even more with a further increase in the angle of attack. The shape of the airfoil makes a considerable difference in the relationship between the lift and the angle of attack. In the older airplanes such as the Cub, Aeronca Chief, Cessna 180, or even the Piper J-3 with a fairly thick airfoil, the wing does not stall until an angle of attack of some 20 degrees is attained. When the stall does occur, it is quite abrupt compared to the modern Cessna 172 or Piper Warrior. Some airfoils stall at an angle of attack of 10 degrees, while others will not stall until the angle of attack exceeds 20 degrees. The Cessna 180 stalls at a stall angle of about 20 degrees. The important "Cockpit Classroom" lesson here is the fact that each airplane has a different wing design which not only affects stall characteristics, but also different spin recovery techniques. This is vital information, especially for the homebuilder where



wing designs vary greatly. Remember that regardless of the shape of the airfoil, lift is reduced once reaching critical angle of attack (the stalling angle), drag is increased and the center of pressure moves back along the airfoil when the wing is stalled. Any airfoil is stalled after the critical angle of attack is exceeded and the stalling characteristics will vary depending on the design of the wing. The best possible stall warning device is an angle of attack indicator. It shows the pilot the actual angle of attack and its relationship to the stall speed for the existing configuration. Now the pilot can make an immediate assessment of the relationship between the actual angle of attack and the stalling angle. Let's say that the angle of attack is close to the stalling angle, regardless of weight (load factor) or airspeed. The aircraft is close to stalling. Unfortunately, very few airplanes are equipped with Angle of Attack Indicators. Pilots must rely on stall warning vents or vanes which provide
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audio warnings at a pre-set angle of attack. The stalling angle of, let's say, a Cessna 180 wing, is always the same providing the shape of the wing or any other characteristics are not altered. High lift devices such as flaps change the relationship between the angle of the stall and the stall speed in two ways: 1. High lift devices increase the maximum lift that can be produced at the stalling angle and the indicated stall speed is decreased for a particular weight. (Check your aircraft stall speed charts for this information — see Figure C). 2. High lift devices such as flaps change the angle of attack for maximum lift (the stalling angle). FLAPS ACTUALLY DECREASE THE STALLING



ANGLE. For some models, flaps reduce the stalling angle from 15 degrees to 10 degrees. Flaps also increase the camber of the wing and will move the center of pressure aft. The homebuilder should be especially concerned about flight characteristics leading up to the stall and at the critical angle of attack beyond which the wing no longer flies: 1. Buffet or shaking of the controls should be checked and identified to begin recovery in time. 2. Check for a gradual rather than a sharply-defined stall. 3. A symmetrical stall should occur with little tendency to roll. 4. A check for a forceful but smooth nose-down pitching tendency. In a turn with an angle of bank of 60 degrees, the stall speed increases 40% over the basic stalling speed. Figure A indicates the various angles of bank along with the corresponding stall speed over the basic stall speed. Next, let's consider indicated airspeed which is directly related to angle of attack for a particular weight. IAS corresponds to the critical angle of attack, and it will remain constant in straight and level flight at a particular
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weight. What happens once the weight is increased? Now a new indicated airspeed will correspond with the critical angle of attack. We said earlier that the airplane will always stall at the same angle of attack, even in a steep turn. Even though the stalling angle is constant, the IAS corresponding to the critical angle of attack is 45 knots; at 210 pounds, the IAS is 48 knots, and at 2300 pounds, 50 knots. In other words, the stalling speed (IAS) at 1950 pounds, 2150 pounds and 2300 pounds would be 45, 48 and 50 knots respectively. In a turn with a bank angle of 60 degrees, the stall speed at the weights of 1950, 2150 and 2300 pounds is 63, 67 and 71 knots respectively. Stall speed increases 41% over the basic stall speed in a 60 degree banked turn. For all of the various stall speeds referred to, the critical angle of attack remains at 15 de-
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BANK ANGLE - IN DEGREES PERCENT INCREASE IN STALL SPEED Figure B



grees. It should be noted here that the highly significant increase in stall speed in a steep turn is due to the increase in apparent weight in the banked turn (see Figure B). Stall speeds at high bank angles can be calculated by taking the square root of the load factor and multiplying that value times the basic stall speed. For example, let's say that the basic stall speed is 50 knots and the bank angle is 60 degrees. Our square root table shows that a square root of 2 equals 1.41 (see Figure B). Now we multiply 1.41 times basic stall speed; e.g., 1.41 x 50 equals 70.5. This means that the airplane will stall at approximately 70 knots at a 60 degree bank angle when pulling two G's. However, in a 75 degree bank, the G forces increase to four (see Figure A). At a 75 degree bank angle, the airplane will stall at two times the basic stall speed. Remember that an increase in altitude does not affect the indicated stall speed for a particular weight and load factor, since dynamic pressure required for a constant angle of attack (stalling angle) remains the same. This is a question that is often missed during an oral exam on a flight test. Figure B shows a rapid increase in stall speed as the bank increases. Earlier in this article we discussed the design feature of the wing which produced controlled, gradual and symmetrical stalls in modern airplanes. These design features produced characteristics which cause the wing to stall first at the roots rather than at the tips. The root stall produces a turbulent wake, which does affect the tail section immediately. This turbulent wake shakes the stabilator or elevator (and rudder) which is recognized by the pilot through the flight controls. The shaking and vibration will be noticed at an angle of attack quite a bit below the critical angle of attack because the separation of air from the upper surface of the wing is progressive in nature rather than abrupt. The rolling tendency is less in a root stall than in a tip stall. Those of you



who have flown the older airplanes have experienced a greater tendency especially in wing designs where the tips will stall at the same approximate time as the roots. An interesting point here is that if a roll is produced by a root stall (modern airplane), the wing tips will be unstalled and the ailerons can be used to effect recovery. Back to our Piper Cub, where the ailerons cannot be used. Now the yawing must be arrested with opposite rudder (rudder in the direction opposite to that of the roll — roll left, right rudder; roll right, left rudder). There is much more I could present regarding stalls; however, I do want to point out the fact that the behavior of an airplane (ultralight, ARV, primary aircraft, lightplane, etc.) when it stalls is influenced by the design and in particular by the design of the wing. Recently I produced a video tape which covers stalls and spins. The tape includes stall recognition features such as stall warning devices, controlling buffet or shaking, importance of airspeed and control response of the airplane. Standard recovery procedures are clearly presented for both spins and stalls. In summary, a stall is caused by the airfoil reaching a relatively high angle of attack. I mention relatively "high" because each particular airfoil stalls at a different angle. Bob Gallavan's Cessna 180 stalls at a 20 degree angle of attack; whereas a Luscombe has a stall angle of approximately 15 degrees. It is interesting to note that, for one particular airfoil, the stalling angle is constant regardless of whether the airplane is in level flight or in a 50 degree bank. Stalling speed is another matter, in that it varies with changes in weight and load factor.



March 7—EDMONTON, ALTA., CANADA — 30th



April 25-26 — WASHINGTON, DC — 7th Annual



Anniversary of first EAA Chapter in Canada.



CALENDAR CE EVENTS



Dinner/Dance. Special guests, Paul and Audrey Poberezny. Contact R. Gibeault, 11631126 St., Edmonton, T5M OR9, 403/453-2873



for ticket info.



March 13-15 — TITUSVILLE, FL — Annual All Warbird Air Show. Space Center Executive Airport. Contact Valiant Air Command 305/2681941.



The following list of coming events is furnished to our readers as a matter of information only and



does not constitute approval, sponsorship, involvement, control or direction of any such event.
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March 15-21 — LAKELAND, FL — Sun 'n Fun



EAA Fly-in. Where Spring Is In The Air! Contact 813/644-2431 Mon.-Fri, or PO Box 6750, Lakeland. FL 33807.



If you wish to contact the author for additional information, please write Harold Holmes, Department of Safety Studies Injury Research Laboratory, University of WisconsinWhitewater, Whitewater, Wl 53190.



Tour, National Air and Space Museum's Paul Garber facility. Contact Margaret Scesa 301 / 345-3164. Limited to 200.



May 1-3 — CLEVELAND, OH — 3rd Annual Air Racing History Symposium. Contact Jim Butler, Society of Air Racing Historians. 36250 Lake Shore Blvd., #518, Eastlake, OH 44094, 216/946-9069.



July 31-Aug. 7 — OSHKOSH, Wl — 35th Annual EAA Convention. Never too early to start



making your plansl



Aug. 10-14 — FOND DU LAC, Wl — Annual IAC Championships. Contact Sharon Heuer, 758 Grovewood Dr., Cordova, TN 38018, 901 / 756-7800.
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